Christmas newsletter December 2019

Dear Parents, colleagues and friends
This newsletter is intended to be a reflection on the autumn term, however September
and October seem so very long ago; the sunshine and warm weather particularly. On the
topic of weather – a reminder in case of snow – we will post a message on the school
website and send a text out to you if the school should need to be closed due to snow.
A decision to close is very much a last resort and let’s hope this won’t be necessary.
This term we have focused on children’s learning and how our school curriculum helps
children to build on their skills and understanding as they move through the school. Our
school motto ‘small steps giant strides’ can be observed in action on a daily basis. For
instance it’s heartening to see just how well the newest children who joined the school
in September have settled in and are enjoying being here. All the children in school
show us in their own unique ways just how much they have learnt so far this year. The
children’s progress is a credit to them, to you their families and all the staff in school.
At this time of year particularly there is a busy and cheerful atmosphere in school as
we all enjoy the Christmas celebrations. The Christmas plays on both sites gave all
children a chance to perform and join in telling the meaning of Christmas through lots
of sensory activities and songs. Staff have put in such a lot of time and effort to make
all of the Christmas festivities engaging for children - not only the concerts but
everything from elaborate displays and decorations to cards and gifts. I am sure you
will agree!
Onto other news from this term. The school has a new roof and improved drains. Thank
you for your patience and cooperation whilst we have had workmen, containers, skips
and extra vehicles on site. Some of our children are really missing them but many of us
are glad the job is done! For the children we had a renovation of our sensory whiteroom thanks to a successful grant which allowed us to install the latest technology. It’s
now a much more attractive room and even more interactive and a hugely motivating
resource for children’s learning.
I do hope you enjoy reading through this latest newsletter which shows the wealth of
experiences that take place in school over the term.
May I take this chance to say thank you to everyone for the support you have given us
this term.
Wishing you all a happy Christmas.
Debbie Thompson

Class 1
What a busy first term we have all had in class 1. Our new children have settled
in really well and we’ve had lots of fun. Here are some of the things that we
have been up to.

Literacy
In Literacy we have been reading two different sensory stories. We started with
Wibbly Pigs Birthday and we got to open lots of different presents that we really
enjoyed. We all worked hard exchanging our PECs for our favourite present. This half
term we have done a Christmas story called Poppy and Posy and the Christmas tree. We
have our very own class 1 Christmas tree and we all loved decorating the tree,
especially trying the candy canes! Everyone has also been mark making using pens and
foam.

Mathematics
In Maths, we have been learning all about measures including heavy and light and
number work. To measure heavy and light, we have been using materials such as sand
(which is one of our favourites) and feathers. We have also been counting up to 5 and
10 using different mathematic games such as 5 little monkeys.

Physical Development
For our Physical development some of us have been swimming in the hydro pool every
Tuesday. We have made fantastic progress and we have really built up our confidence in
the water. We have also had weekly PE and dance sessions in the hall. The actions songs
were very popular, especially head, shoulders, knees and toes. Everyone loves our
regular sessions in the ball pool and SI room too!

Expressive Arts and Design
In art, we have created our corridor display on ‘familiar characters’. We got very messy
using different paints and collage paper, it was so much fun! We made a Bob the
Builder, Rolly, Percy the park keeper and Thomas the Tank Engine painting. We have all
created some lovely art pieces in our weekly art sessions. Everyone loves getting messy
with the paint!

Understanding the World
This term, everyone has settled into their new class really well! We have worked along
our timeline to help us get used to a routine. We have really enjoyed our role play
sessions this term. We have relaxed in our Valley School spa. We have dressed up as
doctors and nurses, played small world play, investigated pretend food and explored
character play. This has been one of our favourite parts of the day and has really
helped us build up our confidence.

We hope you have a fantastic Christmas
Jenny, Kylie, Elena, Becky, Viki, Jane, Harriet and Nicky.

Class 2
In September Class 2 welcomed Theo, Evie and Amelia from Class 1 and Henry
and Jack who were new to the school. Tilly also joined our staff team for the
first time in Class 2 and Carol and Gez who were staff ‘returners’!!
We have enjoyed a wonderful term getting to know one another and having fun
learning about things linked to the topics of ‘Familiar stories and Traditional
tales’ and ‘Celebrations’.

Literacy
We have enjoyed a range of stories including ‘The Ugly Duckling’; ‘The Three
Little Pigs’; ‘Sparks in the Sky’ and ‘Barry the Fish with Fingers’ We had fun
exploring lots of sensory resources, some of which were quite spiky and which
made us giggle!

Mathematics
In maths we have enjoyed choosing which number rhymes we will sing: ‘5
speckled frogs’; ‘5 cheeky monkeys’ and ‘5 green bottles’ have been our
favourites. We all became very good at knocking the frogs into the water and
knocking the bottles off our trays!

Physical Development
In
P.E. we have enjoyed spending time in the water and practising our stretching;
kicking and relaxing skills. We had fun in the hall doing gymnastics. We have all
become more aware of our bodies by rolling balls up and down our bodies and we
had enjoyed playing games with a partner. We have tried our hand at Boccia too.

Expressive Arts and Design

We have had a messy time in our art sessions and enjoyed
exploring paint, paper and textures with our hands and feet. We had so much
fun and we all loved getting messy during our art sessions.

Understanding the World
We have taken the time to celebrate different
events including bonfire
night, remembrance
Sunday and of course
Christmas! In science, we
have been learning about
our 5 senses and have
touched, smelt, tasted, looked at and listened to a wide range of interesting
resources.
We would like to wish you all a very
happy Christmas and a peaceful New
Year. Many thanks to our regular
volunteers Liz and Maggie who help with
swimming each week.
The class 2
team!

Class 3
Well there were lots of changes in Class 3 in September 2019.
Gill Jones became Class 3’s teacher and joining Sheila Buckley as Class 3 TAs
were Lauren Kershaw, Julia Stone and Lynne Wilson. Our new Mid-day Assistant
was Yvonne Foulds and Continuing Care assistant for Mia was Julie Stringer.
The “All new Class 3” are Declan, Rabia, Harry, Mia, Meg, Mylo and Olivia
Our Class topics have been “Once upon a time” and “Celebrations.”

Literacy

We enjoyed sharing the stories of “Little Red Riding Hood” and
“Kipper’s Birthday” during our Literacy lessons, engaging in dressing up, using
props and big mack switches containing repetitive phrases and even having a
class birthday party!

In the White room we shared very sensory stories of “Cinderella” and
“The Tooth Fairy’s Christmas.” The children enjoyed using the bubble machine
and lots of lights during these sessions.
We have also been taking part in sensory writing sessions where we have used
different mediums such as flour and shaving foam to mark make with and create
shapes and letters.

Mathematics
Our Maths topics this term have been “Length and Height” and “Counting and
Money” and “Counting by rote” and “Time.” The children particularly enjoyed
joining in a Maths session in the hall based around the rhyme-“There was a
Princess long ago”. Here they built tall high towers which they enjoyed knocking
down. In our Number groups we have enjoyed using props to help us to counting
in Number rhymes like “5 Little Ducks “ and “5 Speckled Frogs.” We have also
enjoyed ordering numbers correctly on a washing line number line.

Physical Development
This term Class 3 have been taking part in Rebound Therapy on the trampoline.
All the children love this activity especially Mia and Mylo who laugh, giggle and
smile throughout the session.

Declan, Rabia and Harry also have been having a weekly session together in the
Sensory Integration Room. They have enjoyed exploring the different swings
together. The children continue to engage in SPOT games twice a day. They all
are so familiar with the routines and songs that they are very capable of
completing it independently!

Expressive Arts and Design
In Art we have been learning about collage and 3D form and all our art work was
linked to the story of “the 3 Little Pigs and Little Red Riding Hood” We enjoyed
making our own collages.

In D.T we have been learning about Foods from around the world and have
looked at countries France, Italy, England and India. The children enjoyed
having tastes and smells of foods used in these countries and also helped to
cook crepes, Spaghetti Bolognaise, Bubble and Squeak and curry.
Our Music topic has been “Sound stories.” The children all enjoyed helping to
create and perform a sound story linked to “Jack and the Beanstalk.”

Understanding the World
Through our Science topic “Characteristics of materials/ grouping and changing
materials” we did lots of cooking to see how we can change a material by heating
it up. We also enjoyed learning about Electricity and we used lots of switches,
electrical equipment like fans, bubble machines and lights to explore how we
could make them work by using Electricity and batteries.

Class 3 have been learning about princesses, knights and castles and enjoying
lots of opportunities to dress up as these characters. The children also looked
at the festival of marriage through sensory experiences and exploration of
different faiths.
We’ve had a very busy but fun first term. Now we’re ready for 2020 and all the
fun things we will be learning together.

Christmas wishes from all the children and the Class 3 team!
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Class 4
This term Class 4’s topics have been ‘Once Upon a Time’ and ‘Celebrations’.
In September we welcomed 3 new children, Ben, Jack and Zayaan. We have also
said goodbye to Lisa who went off to university and welcomed Ellie as her
replacement.

Literacy
In Autumn 1 we experienced a range of fairy tale stories through sensory story
sessions, tactile books and lots of play activities. We particularly enjoyed
pinning the tail on the wolf, feeding the wolf and picking up peas with tweezers,
which all worked on our fine motor skills too!
After October half term we read “Bear’s Birthday” and explored the props, as
well as playing lots of party games as a group, including duck duck goose and
musical bumps, to put our learning into context.

Mathematics

Since
September we’ve been exploring counting up to 5 through a range of play
activities. In Autumn 1, we squirted the magic beans the correct number of
times and counted the magic beans as we threw them into the tub for ‘Jack and
the Beanstalk’.
This half term, we have enjoyed rolling conkers down a tube as they are counted
and more recently we have counted sprouts that we have fed to the reindeer, as
well as paper snowballs!

We have also been learning about ‘Time’ this half term. A favourite group
activity has been to pass the ball around the circle and when the timer goes off
the person holding it gets squirted!

Physical Development
Swimming has continued to be a big hit and everyone is making amazing progress
with their independent swimming. We’ve done more trampolining but everyone is
so good at it now the camera struggled to keep up! The bikes are also out every
play time for us to practise our cycling.

Expressive Arts and Design
In Art we have been exploring collage and different textures. We did some
beautiful work for our class corridor display; making houses for the 3 pigs, as
well as the bed from ‘the princess and the pea’. Recently, we have been very
busy elves making lots of Christmas craft.
A highlight on Thursdays this term has been our weekly trip to the Seashell
Trust for ‘Gamelan’, exploring musical instruments from all around the world.

Understanding the World
In Science we enjoyed making porridge and pea and mint soup as part of our
‘changes in materials’ work before half term. In Autumn 2, we have been
learning about ‘light and dark’, exploring the new equipment in the white room, as
well as a range of battery powered and switch operated light up toys.

As part of RE we have been busy preparing for our Christmas play which we
hope everyone enjoyed. Geography has seen us exploring our local environment;
playing hide and seek in different areas to find the party hat, as well as
exploring the forest school area of Moss Hey.

We have practised our communication skills at every opportunity and we’ve
continued with our ‘Attention Autism’ bucket game, which has been a great
success. As part of PSED we’ve done lots of turn taking work and enjoyed a ‘spa
session’ for well-being week, which helped us to feel refreshed and ready to
work.

Everyone has settled into the new school year really well. We have worked really
hard and we’ve packed lots of activities in. We’re all looking forward to lots
more fun next term.

Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year from all the team!
Penny, Byrney, Diane S, Diane W, Ellie, Ghazala and Nicola

Class 5
Class 5 have been very busy making new friends and everyone has settled in
ready to have lots of fun and make amazing memories and learn new skills
together. We have had a very busy start to the new school year and here
are some things we have particularly enjoyed and exceled in.

We have also had fun using our new white room, music therapy with Holly and her
colleagues, going to the Heaton’s school for a multi sports event and Seashell
Trust for a Boccia tournament.

Literacy

For our first half of the school term we have been learning all about ‘Once Upon a
Time’ and during the second half of the autumn term we also had a great time
exploring a story all about celebrations and festive cheers when celebrating
bonfire night along with a story all about Christmas. During these lessons we had
lots of opportunities to use different materials such as foam, marshmallows and
playdough to improve our dexterity during Dough disco. Arta has been particularly
interested in tracing patterns in Semolina and have had a wonderful time exploring
all the resources. Furthermore we have been enjoying our Jolly phonics and
matching sounds and letters together. Arjuna loves the A,a Ants on my arm song
following the actions independently.

Mathematics

In our maths lessons one of the topics was all about quantities ‘one’ and ‘more’ as
well as ‘long’ and ‘short´. We used light up balls and glow in the dark mermaids to
sing songs about numbers and experimented with objects that light up to aid us in
our learning, it was so much fun that Connor particularly liked choosing the symbol
for more so we could use lots of lights. During the second half of the term we
have been learning all about fast and slow and time. This lesson has been
particularly interesting and lots of fun because we get to dance around to music
that is both fast and slow along with stop and go. We also get to time ourselves
on different pieces of our favourite equipment, such as the trampette, Grace
really enjoyed rolling balls down some pipes to a timer.

Physical Development

During the Autumn term we have had lots of opportunities to continue our maths
and walking skills whilst going on weekly trips out to Tesco, this was so much fun.
Also we have been swimming in hydro and some children went to Hazel Grove to
swim. Allan particularly loves swimming and has been having a fantastic time
floating and becoming more confident in the water. Some of us have been in the
big playground for the first time. Also Blake and Sara have been very busy
burning off lots of energy whilst learning to ride bikes. During our hall sessions we
have been balancing on beams and exploring the parachute.

Expressive art and Design

During our creative sessions we have been able to express ourselves by exploring
arts and craft in different ways such as using flour to mark make and sieve over
our hand leaving handprint patterns. Also excitingly some of our children were cast
as Mary, Joseph and the Donkey in this year’s Christmas play, Arjuna especially
loved walking onto the stage puling a suitcase carrying a bag on his back getting
into character, along with the rest of class 5 having lots of stage time dancing,
singing and knocking on doors. We had a great time. We have also been busy
making all of our masterpieces in time for the Christmas holidays.

Understanding the World

For Geography this term we have learnt all about our school grounds such as the
locations and environments we have done this by reading a map where we had to
follow lots of clues to find a Teddy bear who was hiding at the end for our final
location. Freddie was fast finding all the clues and a great helper to his friends.
Along with our science topic, that is all about light and dark we have made class 5
classroom super dark so we can turn the light off and use puppets, a projector and
lots of lights to explore shadows. Arjuna made a brilliant butterfly using his hands
and Allan particularly liked hiding under the tent and exploring the lights and
making them change shapes and colours.

Christmas wishes from Carolyn, Becky-Kate, Tracey, Becky, Umaira and Nina and
all the children in class 5 we hope you all have a great holiday.
See you in the New Year.

Class 6
What a great first term we've had in Class 6. Everyone has settled into Class 6,
made new friends and have had lots of fun. Here are some of the things we have
being doing.

Literacy
This term in literacy we have loved our sensory stories: ‘A day at the circus’
‘Webster Witch’, ‘Charmaine’s Bonfire Adventure’ and ‘12 Days of Christmas’.
We enjoyed exploring all the props and used our communication boards and PECS
books to request them, ask for more, something different or finish. As part of
our Literacy sessions some of us have also worked on fine motor skills using playdoh mats and some have been building SVO sentences and reading them.

Mathematics
In Maths we have been learning more about Time, Shape, and Sorting and
Matching. We enjoyed learning about Time through play. We had to juggle for one
minute, bounce on the Trampette for a minute, balance on a tightrope, etc. Some
of us counted how many times and recorded our scores on the whiteboard! In

Maths we played together ‘What’s the time, Mr Wolf?’ and took turns to be the
wolf. We also learned about the four seasons and things that we do at those
times, such as eating ice-lollies in the summer or trick or treating in Halloween.
In Maths we have also been printing shapes using vegetables; cutting out shapes
to make rockets and played with Duplo blocks to make patterns.

Physical Development
This term we have been going horse riding every Tuesday at New Barn Livery. Our
favourite part without a doubt is when we get to go trotting. That’s so much fun!
We have also been walking round the local area practicing our road safety and
enjoying the fresh air, and some have done Woodland School every Thursday
afternoon. In Woodland School we have had the opportunity to explore, climb
trees and play with mud; but also have read many stories while sitting on logs,
played games, built shelter in those rainy days and had healthy snacks.

Expressive Arts & Design
In Art we have produced colourful collages, paper clown faces, masks and hats
as part of our ‘Circus’ topic. After the half-term holidays we made poppies on
Remembrance Day and lots of Autumnal activities such as leafy hedgehogs,
painted trees with leaves changing colours and in Woodland school we made
‘Stick men’. In music learned about how different instruments make different
sounds; some low, some high, some short, some long; and played games to guess
what they were.

Understanding the World
In Science we have learned about Forces: pushing, pulling, throwing, holding, etc;
and Sound: exploring sounds all around us but also how sound travels and
changes. We loved using tubes to make sounds and speak to each other, one
holding it next to their ear and the other speaking! Our favourite activity in
Science has been laying down with one ear on the resonance board and discover
how this can make little sounds sound louder! In turns we played a little metal
music box that played ‘Here comes the sun’ and when we played it normally it
would be very quiet but it when we put it on the resonance board and played it
was lot louder!
In RE we enjoyed being creators, builders, little Gods. We thought of Diwali and
Christmas as celebrations of Light overcoming Darkness, Good overcoming Evil;
so where there was nothing we built dens, little worlds, and covered them with

black blankets; and where it was dark we brought fairy lights and torches, and
sat inside to admire our creations.
In History we travelled the world through food. We prepared food from Italy,
Mexico and India; chopping vegetables, tasting them separately before cooking
them, mixing spices, etc.

What a great first term we have all had. We hope you all have a Merry Christmas
and we can’t wait to see you all in the New Year!

Cheryl, Becky, Feray, Jo, Becky-Kate and Ernie.

Class 7
In September, Class 7 welcomed Hallie, Joshua and Fatima from Class 3, along
with new class teacher, Alison and new TAs, Victoria and Carolyn. We also
welcomed Vanessa as our new Midday Assistant.
Everyone has settled in well, been having fun and working hard this term.
Our topics for this term have been ‘The Circus’ and ‘Celebrations’.

Literacy
In Literacy this term, we have enjoyed the story of ‘A day at the circus’,
exploring circus themed props in a sensory way. We all looked great in the clown
wig and loved the circus music!
This half term our literacy stories have been all about different celebrations –
including Halloween, Bonfire night, Diwali and Christmas.

Mathematics
In Maths we have been exploring the concept of time – performing actions
quickly and slowly, starting and stopping, then measuring time too.
We have also investigated shapes – feeling the difference between circles and
squares, and matching/sorting them in lots of different situations.
We have also enjoyed number rhymes and songs in the classroom, especially
using the Interactive Whiteboard.

Expressive Arts and Design
Class 7 have had a creative start to the academic year!
Last half term in our Art sessions, we created some very eye catching displays
related to the circus. Then this half term, we have linked our art work to
festivals and celebrations…there has been a lot of glitter!
Our music sessions this term have seen us beating to rhythms of some of our
favourite songs and exploring instruments and singing with Holly,

Physical Development
Class 7 have been very active this term!
We have completed gymnastics circuits each week, which involved balancing,
rolling, throwing and jumping. Some of us have used the large equipment in the
hall and have really improved our climbing skills too.

Some of us have also enjoyed our weekly swimming sessions, whilst others have
worked hard with sitting, standing and movement skills in our weekly VAMP
sessions.

In Science, we have investigated forces linked with different circus performers
and also looked at how sounds are made, associating them with something
vibrating. We have even made our own musical instruments!

Understanding the World
Our Geography has taken us to many different countries, as we have cooked and
explored traditional food from Italy, Mexico, Greece and India.

Class 7 have enjoyed spending time with Maisy the therapy dog during our
wellbeing afternoons, which have also included foot spa’s, sensory massage and
time outdoors.

In RE we have compared Christmas and Diwali, creating Christingles and Diva
lamps.

We would like to say a big thank you to Kathy who comes and helps us with
swimming each week and to Paula and Megan who volunteer in the classroom – we
have loved seeing you each week and really value your input.

Christmas wishes from all the team!

Elm Class
We have had a very busy first half term in Elm class, we have been welcoming
our new friends to the Overdale centre and have had lots of fun. Children have
settled into their new routines fabulously and love coming to school.

Literacy
During literacy sessions we have worked on our fine motor and gross motor skills
in Squiggle While you Wiggle and Dough disco which involves mark making using
different materials and playing with playdough to music. We enjoyed reading our
sensory stories including The Gingerbread man, Sparks in the Sky and Dear
Santa. We explored props such as played with puppets, we sent rockets off into
the sky using party poppers and balloons and wrapping and unwrapping presents.

Mathematics
In our numeracy sessions, we have worked hard exploring mathematics activities
including matching colours, building big and small towers. We’ve enjoyed listening
and joining in with maths counting songs and number ordering using a range of
resources. As a class we explored different colours and tried hard to identify
and match different coloured objects.

Physical Development
In physical this term we have been participating in occupational therapy
sessions every morning and playing outside on the playground with our friends.
Our favourite things to do are bouncing on gym balls and galloping around the
classroom. We have enjoyed balancing and climbing in the hall. This half term we
have enjoyed visiting jump space, where we have been playing in the ball pool,
sliding on the big slide and have practicing our jumping skills.

Expressive Arts and Design
DArts
We have been very creative this term, particularly in our celebrations topic. We
made lots of art masterpieces including firework pictures, Halloween crafts,
Remembrance poppies and of course our Christmas crafts and cards. We
enjoyed messy food play with our Occupational Therapist Anna. We explored in
class rice and pasta alongside our cooking sessions where we chose toppings for
toast and made fillings for wraps.

Understanding the
World
The children have done so well to learn the new routines and expectations
during our first term. In geography, we explored settings from different
familiar and traditional tales through play sessions and multisensory stories. In
Science, we explored our senses by experiencing cold sensations, wrapping up in
warm, winter clothing played with sand. We experienced light and dark by
playing with light up Halloween balloons and light up toys. We enjoyed smelling
and tasting Christmas foods.
We have had a super first term together, thank you for all your help and
support. We send our Christmas wishes and look forward to seeing you in the
New Year!

Oak Class
What a fabulous first term we have had in Oak Class. We have welcomed 3 new
students Stephen, Naomi and Alex and they have settled in beautifully with the
other children. Everyone has been making friends and learning new routines.

Literacy
In literacy we have enjoyed 3 sensory stories: The Gingerbread man, Sparks in
the Sky and Dear Santa. We especially enjoyed squirting ketchup on laminated
hotdogs and sending rockets off into the sky using party poppers and balloons.
We have also been practising our early writing skills during Squiggle While you
Wiggle

Mathematics
In maths we have been working on our number IEP targets and have also
enjoyed learning about colours through “The Big Red Bath” story. This half term
we have experienced volume and capacity in a very practical weekly session.

Physical Development
As a class we have almost perfected our morning OT routine! Lots of the
children can now complete it independently. We have also enjoyed a regular
balancing and climbing session in the hall and this half term we have been turn
taking through a play in the hall session. The scooter-boards have proven very
popular amongst the class.

Expressive Arts and Design
We have been very creative, particularly in our celebrations topic, completing
lots of art masterpieces including firework pictures, Halloween crafts and of
course our Christmas crafts and cards. Some of the children have really
enjoyed music therapy with Holly and Ruben. Madox, Thomas, Naomi and Joshua
have been working hard at improving their tolerance around messy food play
with our OT Anna, whilst Jordan, Stephen, Alex and Liam have been cooking up a
storm on a weekly basis. They have made bonfire apples, Diwali smoothies,
Halloween biscuits, Christmas cakes and lots more!

Understanding of
the World
The children have done so well at learning the new routines and expectations
during our first term. In geography we explored settings from different stories
through a play session and in science we have enjoyed using our sensesespecially using taste to eat some of the foods we had made in the morning! This
half term the children have been learning about their bodies through a sensory
massage story and completing lots of stations. Finding Mr Potato Head body
parts in slime was a favourite for some, whereas others preferred a relaxing
massage at the Oak Class Valley Spa!

What a busy first term! We have loved our first term as “Oak Class,” and we
hope you agree there has been so much fabulous learning already. We wish you
all a Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year. See you in 2020 for another
action-packed term.
Love Anna, Sarah, Andi, Amy, Ange and Angela.
xxx

Beech
Wow! What a brilliant start to the school year we have had in Beech class.
Friends from last year’s Reception 1 and 2 joined together and we even had
some brand new children join us. We are so happy that Ava, Max and Brodie
have joined our school and everyone has settled into their new class really well.
We have been very busy learning lots of new things. Here are some of the
highlights from the Autumn Term:

Literacy

In literacy we have been working on a range of different things, ranging from mark
making and writing, to reading and listening to stories. We have been working really
hard on learning to write our own names and love practicing this every day!
In half term one our topic was “familiar and traditional tales” so we spent lots of
time getting to know the story of The Gingerbread Man. In half term 2 we have
been learning about “celebrations” so our stories have included Pete the Cat goes
Trick or Treating, Sparks in the Sky and Dear Santa.

Mathematics

In maths we have been practicing counting and have been starting to add small
numbers together. We have worked on ordering numbers and matching numbers and
amounts and have enjoyed linking our maths work to our topic work, such as counting
the buttons on gingerbread men! We have also done some sorting and classifying
activities and have been learning about size, such as big and small and long and short.

Expressive Art and Design

We have loved our music therapy sessions with Holly this term, they have been so
much fun!
We have done lots of art and craft activities linked to our topics and especially
loved making firework pictures. They looked great!
We have been busy making lots of Christmas arts and crafts to take home too. We
hope you like them!

Physical Development

We spend lots of time being physical in Beech class! We love doing circuits in the
hall every morning and have become more confident balancing on different
equipment. Each week we have been working on different motor skills in our OT
sessions and this is going really well! We also have been practicing lots of fine motor
activities to help strengthen our hands.
We have also had lots of fun playing games with the parachute and using the new
scooter boards.

Understanding the World

We have been learning all sorts of things in our Knowledge and Understanding of the
world lessons but the things we have loved most of all is taking our learning outside!
We loved looking for animals and searching in the garden using magnifying glasses.
We also loved doing some gardening and planting some seeds. We can’t wait to see if
they grow!
We also have loved our weekly cooking lessons, especially making gingerbread men,
or making hot chocolate to drink while we watched fireworks on the whiteboard!
Have a Lovely Christmas and New Year from all the staff in Beech!

Hi Everyone
I hope you have enjoyed the first term at Valley school.
It’s been a really positive start to the year, our first coffee morning focused on
training/workshops that you would like to take part in and we have already
had a continence workshop so far.

Please make a note of the following up and coming dates if you’d like to join.
29.1.20 1.30pm Communication training
5.2.20 9.30-11.30am Pamper morning
3.3.20 9-12am – Positive behaviour workshop
1.4.20 10-11.30am – Fussy eaters’ clinic
Our Facebook group is going strong so please do join if you haven’t. Wishing
you all a very Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year.
Jennie Everhard
Family Liaison Worker
Jennie.everhard@valley.stockport.sch.uk

Valley parents support group

A Note to All Valley Parents
It has come to our notice that John Lewis are now stocking weighted blankets.
This is a piece of equipment that we may prescribe for some of the children in our care for specific
purposes. We would never suggest that they should be used for sleep.
The online reviews suggest that there are children who are using these items – perhaps without
proper procedures in place.
Stockport give out the following advice with any provision of a weighted blanket:
Re: Use of Weighted Blankets
We have previously received a health warning about the use of weighted blankets with
children, following the death of a child in Canada. It should be noted that this child had been
rolled in the blanket four times and left to lie on his stomach with his head covered by the
blanket for 20 minutes. The blanket was also too heavy for his body frame. Whilst this
death was obviously caused by misuse of the weighted blanket the coroner in Canada
understandably gave advice regarding future use of these blankets. This advice was as
follows:









A health professional’s advice must be obtained to ensure that the use of the blanket
is suitable for the child
The weight of the blanket must be in proportion of the child’s physique and weight
The child’s head must never be, or be able to be, covered by the blanket
Vital signs should always be observable
The child must never be rolled in a blanket (unless a therapist is constantly at his or
her side)
A child must never be left unsupervised
The child must be able to easily slip out of the blanket if he or she wishes to do so (it
is not a confinement)
The child must express his or her consent to this, even if it is not verbal.

(Autism Society Canada, 2008)

With Best Wishes from the OT Team
Mary Sheard (Together Trust Occupational Therapist)

Together Trust ¦ Together Trust Centre, Schools Hill, Cheadle, Cheshire SK8 1JE
t: 0161 283 4766/4848 m: 07787281419¦ f: 0161 283 4747 ¦ w: www.togethertrust.org.uk
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Instructions
 Make a list of all the things
that will change over the
Christmas period
 Write them down on the
cards and explain what will
be different

 Use your child’s words and
suggestions if suitable!) to
write these

Useful information
We already know that any change, whether big or small, can be hugely upsetting for somebody with
autism. Christmas is full of changes and surprises which can be quite overwhelming for some people. This
may include changes in the schedule, the house looking different, different food, and lots of different
people coming and going. There are lots of ways to prepare your child for these changes. These simple
cards can help you explain what will happen and prepare your child for any changes. They also allow you
to open up the conversation and understand how your child is feeling about Christmas, and what you can
do to help them.
Of course, this visual is not just for Christmas – it can be used all year round!

